
The Carol Young Anderson and 
Dennis L. Anderson Center

First Floor: Campus Living Room & Forum for Events
• Campus Living Room — The Anderson Center off ers comfortable gathering spaces that draw people 

together. The Prince Fireplace Lounge off ers a cozy place to meet up with friends and colleagues or enjoy 
a treat from Starbucks.
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Second Floor: Mixed Dining
• Mixed Dining — The second fl oor of the Anderson Center serves as the main dining hall for campus and 

welcomes all, whether enjoying a meal from the Bishop’s Bistro or Piper Grill or bringing in your own food.

Dennis and Elaine Boom 
Windows Dining Area

Richard and Do� ie Hoel 
Forum View Dining Area

Mixed Dining
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Third Floor: Campus Life & Student Leadership
• Campus Life — The Anderson Center brings together student life resources that were previously 

sca� ered in various facilities across campus. The offi  ces of Student Activities, the Wesley Center, and the 
Hedgeman Center are now located in the McVay Family Service Leadership Suite. Additionally, the third 
fl oor features activity and collaboration spaces that can be used by any student group on campus. The 
Fulford Terrace off ers the perfect venue to enjoy some fresh air and the campus view. 
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Sustainability Features 
1. Photovoltaic panels. These solar panels help produce some of the energy needed for the Anderson 

Center. The panels are manufactured by a Minnesota company.
2. High performance glass. The glass that makes up the exterior windows enhances the insulating 

capabilities by preventing heating or colling loss in the building. Also, the Anderson Center is built so 
that 75% of the light needed during daytime hours is provided by natural light.

3. Permeable pavers. The walk ways near the Anderson Center were constructed using permeable pavers 
which allow rain water to seep through and infi ltrate the natural soil. This results in less icing, using less 
salt and chemicals, and reduces strain on the city’s water system.

4. LED pedestrian lighting. The outdoor lighting surrounding the Anderson Center uses a fraction of the 
energy that our current outdoor lighting systems use. The lighting poles are also manufactured locally in 
Minnesota.

5. A more effi  cient central heating/cooling system. Instead of installing a new heating and cooling system 
for this building we have connected the Anderson Center to our central plant. With a few upgrades to 
the present boilers and a new chiller, this system is now more effi  cient for the entire campus. 

6. A green roof. When it rains, a partial green roof helps with capturing the water and allowing it to seep 
into the greens that make up the roof. This decreases the use of the city’s water system and helps 
decrease the “heat pocket” that many urban areas produce because of the building structures. 

7. Recycled materials. Fi� y percent of the debris in constructing the Anderson Center was recycled and/or 
reused. The sidewalks that were deconstructed were recycled and used in parts of the building. Many of 
the trees were transplanted somewhere else on campus. Those that were not able to be saved were 
recycled for the construction of the Anderson Center.


